
NATO is trying to find a pretext to attack Serbia (again)

Description

As I have mentioned recently, the situation in NATO occupied Kosovo is quickly deteriorating . 
NATO’s humiliation in the Ukraine is pushing NATO leaders to try to prove their “martial valor” and
“manhood” by, quote, “every now and again the United States has to pick up a crappy little country and 
throw it against a wall just to prove we are serious“ (Michael Ledeen).  And, again, the AngloZionists
want to attack a Orthodox country to “show Russia” what could happen to her next (Strobe Talbott).

NATO also must feel that time (and even ammo stocks!) is running out: right now Russia cannot help
Serbia in any other way than to express Russia’s political support.  Furthermore, geography can be a
curse and Serbia is deep inside NATO territory, surrounded on all sides by enemies which have the
means to prevent Russia from offering any other forms of support besides words.

Serbia herself could easily deal with the KLA terrorists, but that would almost certainly trigger a NATO
retaliatory attack and, objectively, Serbia does not have the capabilities to take on NATO.  The folks at
Mons know that, and so they provoke as much as they can while they still can.

[Sidebar: once the NATO defeat in the Ukraine becomes impossible to obfuscate or deny,
then NATO will basically have to run, just like it did in Kabul.  Once that happens, Kosovo
(and the RS in Bosnia) will be liberated.]

There are many parallels between the situation in the Ukraine and the situation in Kosovo, the main
one being that in both cases the West was trying to buy time to prepare for war (which they
successfully executed against the UN “protected areas” in Croatia).  The recent admission by Merkel
that the sole point of the Minsk Agreement was to give time to prepare the Ukraine for war (they
somehow managed to overlook that Russia would use the same time to ALSO prepare for war) has
now confirmed the following conceptual plan:

1. Begin by pretending to want to broker some semi-reasonable deal which, while not perfect, would
preserve peace and give time to negotiate (they did that with the Palestinians, the Serbs, the
Russians and many others!).

2. Then break the terms of this deal over and over again and dare the other side to “do something
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about it”.
3. If the other sides does nothing, keep on provoking until the entire deal is clearly dead, then let

your proxy attack in “retaliation” against some putative “violation” by the other side.  And if your
proxy is weak and mostly apt at murdering civilians, give them the full NATO support (which in
Kosovo became the “KLA airforce”).

4. If the other side does preempt your attack, accuse it of breaking the terms of the deal and attack
it in “retaliation”.

5. Mantrically repeat that “Country X” (Kosovo or Israel, same difference) has the “right” to “defend”
itself from “attacks” but never recognize that same right for the other side.

In the case of Serbia this is all made much worse by the “multi-vector” policies of the Vucic government
which, on one hand, seeks EU membership and support and, on the other, has to deal with an
outraged public opinion.  Truth be told, Serbia’s economy is entirely dependent on her neighbors so
any perceived “excess patriotism” (no matter how minimal and even lame) could result in even more
devastating sanctions from a united West hell-bent on breaking every and any sovereign country out
there.

Even worse is the fact that the EU/NATO are both party to the conflict AND the judge and jury which
has the right to impose anything or ignore any complaints.

We now see the strange spectacle of Vucic asking KFOR (the NATO force in Kosovo) for the “
permission to exercise a right” (?) granted to it by UNSC Resolution 1244 which allows Serbia to sent
1000 police/security forces into Kosovo.  By asking rather than informing KFOR, Vucic is trying as hard
to inspire KFOR authorities to act with a modicum of decency.  I very much doubt that this will work.

And even the fact that Vucic made that request after the Albanians sent in 1000 of their own forces into
the Serbian enclave in Kosovo won’t help Vucic in any way: the West has shown its truly amazing
ability to be selectively blind not only during the US/NATO/EU war against the Serbian nation in 1990s,
but even as late as the “selectively blind” “human rights” “monitors” and other “observers” in the LDNR
or the “selectively blind” IAEA inspectors at the ZNPP.

[The parallels between Banderastan and “Kosovë” are numerous and striking, including the
fact that in both cases these regimes are run by terrorists and thugs who make millions out
of various financial schemes and even the traffic of body organs.  Both entities are run by
“our sons of bitches” and, therefore, get a pass on everything, ranging from basic human
rights to major military provocations all, of course, in the name of democracy, pluralism and
everything good under the sun.  I suggest that the following might be an interesting rule of
thumb: “show me your proxies and I will tell you who you are“.  A Hegemony which
federated, financed, trained and engaged al-Qaeda/ISIS will have no problem dealing with
the thugs in power in Kiev or Pristina no matter what the latter do]

One would be forgiven for thinking that UNSC Resolutions cannot be ignored but, in reality,  they very
much can (ask the Israelis!).  If a UNSC member complains about a violation, you can always count on
a UNSC veto by US/EU/NATO representatives.

Sadly, at the current moment Serbia simply cannot help the Serbian minority in Kosovo.  Even if Vucic
decided to reject the demands and decrees of the Empire, Serbia cannot do much more than verbally
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protest.

Considering the truly amazing ability of the people of Europe to be selectively blind we can rest
assured that any Serbian protests will fall on deaf ears.  The same Europeans who shed oceans of
crocodile tears about the “bombing of Sarajevo” or, better, the “Srebrenica genocide” noticed
absolutely *nothing* during the eight years in which the Ukronazis used their own armed forces (in
direct violation of the Ukrainian Constitution) to murder, maim, kidnap, torture and even strike with
ballistic missiles the civilians of the Donbass.

[Sidebar: I can’t prove it, but it is my strong belief that the main reason why the Europeans
hate Russians and Serbs so much is because, unlike the Europeans, the Russians and
Serbs never accepted to become slaves to any empire.  On some, possibly subconscious
level, the Europeans must feel that compared to the Russians and Serbs they look like
pathetic, broken, slaves with no sense of pride or even identity.  Simply put: Russians and
Serbs make the rest of Europeans look like the “great supine protoplasmic invertebrate 
jellies” (to use BoJo’s very accurate description) which they all so much are.]

To expect the Europeans to show even a modicum of decency would be absolutely naive.  They are
too busy hating and freezing…

But time is running out for the Hegemony.

Once the NATO defeat in the Ukraine becomes undeniable, the organization will quickly become
irrelevant and unable to agree on yet another military operation.  As for the USA, having lost the “fig
leaf” provided by NATO, they are unlikely to have what it takes to attack Serbia, not after having being
comprehensively defeated in the Ukraine (the collapse of NATO will also trigger a major crisis inside
the USA).

The problem for Serbia is that it will take time (many months, probably a few years) to fully defang
NATO while not triggering a fullscale continental war in Europe.  And, let’s be honest here, if the
Russians can now take their sweet time “demilitarizing” Banderastan, the Serbian minority in Kosovo
cannot.

So what can the Serbs do in this situation?

Do nothing would only empower the KLA terrorist and their western bosses and leave the long-
suffering Serbian minority in Kosovo defenseless.

Move in forces, even if fully allowed by the UNSC Resolution, would risk triggering a major economic
and military US/NATO/EU attack on Serbia.
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Evacuate Serbian civilians from Kosovo?  In theory that would be an option, but we have to understand
that for the Serbian people Kosovo is truly sacred ground and that many would refuse to leave.  Also,
emptying Kosovo from its Serbian minority would only embolden the KLA and their patrons.  Finally,
when the Russians evacuated their civilians from Kherson it was at least credible that this was a
temporary move and that the Russian military would be back, sooner rather than later.  But in the case
of Kosovo, Serbia is the weaker party and will remain so until:

1. Serbia regains her sovereignty (right now Serbia is basically administered by the West, hence the
threats from EU politicians like Baerbock)

2. Reunites with historically Serbian lands in Montenegro, Bosnia and Kosovo
3. The US/NATO/EU are demilitarized and denazified, at least in Europe.

This will all happen, the problem is *when*.   I sure don’t know.

What I do know is that the Serbian nation has survived absolutely horrific and even overtly demonic
persecutions by both the Ottomans, the Anglos and the Latins (Pavelic, like Bandera, Franco or Petain,
was a pure product of the Papacy, unlike Hitler and Mussolini who were, respectively, a pagan and an
atheist).

In their current situation, the Serbians might have to accept the very real possibility of setbacks which 
they will have to tolerate, even if only temporarily.  The West has also very successfully divided the 
Serbian nation to better rule over it (what else is new?).  The Serbians know that only unity can save 
Serbia, and they will seek that unity, even if that is extremely difficult in the current circumstances.  But 
eventually, and inevitably, the Serbian nation will survive this deep crisis: we remember the promise of 
Christ that “but he that shall endure unto the end, the same shall be saved“.
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